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The Age of Revolutions was a period of ideological contradictions. Recently created
republics became empires; constitutions declared equality for all while maintaining large sectors
of the population enslaved; and claims of liberty, freedom, and democracy sparked an era of
conquest and expansionism. The French Revolutionary and Napoleonic age exacerbated ideas of
republicanism that justified conquest in the name of liberty. 1 On the other side of the Atlantic, the
United States was founded with expansionism as one of the main justifications for declaring
Independence.2 Once the new nation secured the Trans Appalachian borders, its conquering
impulses were redirected towards La Florida and Louisiana.3 These Imperial desires of conquest
seem to contradict the universal brotherhood ideals of republicanism. Another part of the
conundrum presented by U.S. expansionism was the intent to avoid direct war with European
powers. The answer came through the example set by the filibuster William August Bowles in his
attempts to take over Spanish Florida (1787-1803). Bowles, inspired in part by the ideas of the
Revolutionary Era, showed the United States the way to conquer without war.
The first preview of U.S. expansionist policies in Spanish territory was the dispute for the
northern boundary of La Florida, the Spanish controlled territories along the Gulf Coast. When
Spain recovered the territory in 1783, it claimed the borders of West Florida including the land
added to the territory when it was under British control. The United States, through its
representative Thomas Pickney, insisted instead on the use of the 1763 borders. The issue was
solved in October 1795 with the signing of the Treaty of San Lorenzo, with Spain ceding the
northern part of Western Florida to the United States. This action signaled a Spanish need to pacify
a possible enemy because it did not have the resources needed to defend the territory, due in part
to a devastating Spanish defeat in Europe against France during the War of the First Coalition, just
three months before.
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The expansion of the War of the First Coalition to the Americas gave the United States the
first glimpse of what a filibuster expedition may look like. In 1792, Edmund Gênet was appointed
as French Ambassador to the United States, with the official mission of promoting rebellion and
“foster the principles of liberty and independence in Louisiana and in the other provinces of
America neighboring the United States.” 4 The French Consul in Charleston, Michel Mangourit,
was charged with preparing an invasion of East Florida. Mangourit was able to buy and secure the
support of members of the Georgia militia, as well as to prepare expeditions commanded by French
privateers. To assure the support of his Georgian allies, Margourit announced that surely the Rights
of the Man and the Citizen should serve as the basis for the new constitution of the conquered
territory, but also that the 1794 French Abolition of Slavery Act would be disregarded, showing
that ideology was merely a tool of conquest. The affair was partially stopped when the United
States government complained about how Gênet’s actions violated the recently approved
Neutrality Act of 1794, which was issued precisely because of the possibility that the French
Revolution could drag the United States into war against other European powers.
The French government recalled and replaced Gênet, but the wheels of rebellion were
already set in motion. 5 In July of 1795, Georgian militias carrying the French flag and wearing
Republican tricolor cockades attacked Florida and terrorized the local farmers. A month later, the
Spanish regained control of the region and expelled the invaders. 6 Although U.S. citizens
participated in the attack against Spain, thanks to the Neutrality Act the United States government
escaped responsibility for the actions of private citizens, avoiding an undesired international
conflict. This same declaration was later used to support expansionist policies using filibuster
expeditions when U.S. officials financed and supported them while denying any involvement. 7
In 1799, La Florida suffered another invasion, this time led by William August Bowles, a
former British officer during the war of U.S. Independence, who threatened to create an
Independent Republic in Spanish Florida. 8 Bowles’ adventures served as great examples for U.S.
expansionists on how to conquer European controlled territory in the Americas without having to
openly commit to war. Bowles's strange career started in 1778 when he was part of the British
forces garrisoned in Pensacola. After being dismissed, he joined a group of Creeks, with whom he
stayed for two years in what is now Alabama. 9 Like many loyalists, Bowles left the U.S. mainland
after 1783 for the Bahamas. There, he developed strong connections with John Murray, Earl of
Dunmore, Governor of Bahamas, and former governor of British Virginia. As Bowles, Dunmore
was a veteran of the U.S. war of Independence and a loyalist. In 1787, financed by Dunmore,
Bowles first invaded Florida to take over its Southeastern region. 10 The main goal of Dunmore
was to reestablish the commercial links the British had with Florida’s indigenous groups, a
connection lost after the Spanish conquest of Bahamas in 1782. Bowles was a good choice to
accomplish the objective, since he knew the area well, and had developed strong networks in the
region.
In 1787, Bowles approached William Panton, another British loyalist and a merchant
authorized by the Spaniards to work in Florida, and the Creek leader Alexander McGillivray to
gain support for the idea of opening a port in the Atlantic that would serve as a contact point for
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“a newly-organized Indian State” with the British Caribbean.11 Bowles's idea behind the
construction of a port in the Atlantic coast of Florida was to eliminate the Spanish commercial
connections with the local indigenous people and supplant them with new links with the Bahamian
New Providence group. As Bowles realized, commerce was an important issue for the political
control of the region. Spanish officials used goods to bribe and gain support from the Creek and
other groups, and it did so through gifts and exchanges performed at Panton’s stores. In this
manner, Spain was able to establish alliances, sometimes of a more formal nature than others, with
the indigenous people, against any advance from Georgian invaders. 12 The difficulty for Spain in
establishing a strong military force in the region during this period was balanced with the support
received from the Creeks. Eliminating or substituting the commercial links between Spaniards and
Creeks would also possibly have made them shift allegiances, as Bowles and the Providencianos
realized.13
Panton and McGillivray wanted nothing of it, and the proposal earned Bowles the
animosity of Spanish officials. For U.S. officials, Bowles’ adventures awakened the concern that
the Spanish lack of strength to defend its American territories in the Gulf could produce the
creation of an independent indigenous territory on its underbelly. 14 An indigenous nation formally
recognized by Spain’s enemies, especially the British, could stop the advance of U.S.
expansionism. The possibility of the creation of new internationally recognized nations in North
America could present serious competition to the United States. This perception would prove
correct, since the British saw the Bowles-Dunmore enterprise as a kind of North American version
of the East India Company, with the power to establish protectorates and satellite states in benefit
of the Empire.15
After being rejected by Panton and McGillivray, Bowles left the region and arrived in
Canada in 1789 where he introduced some of his Florida friends as representatives of the “Indian
Nation of Creeks and Cherokees.” 16 He then continued to England, where he gave a similar
performance, gaining even more supporters for his supposed British protectorate. In 1791, Bowles
returned to Florida and attacked one of the stores owned by Panton. Then, he wrote a letter
announcing to the world of the new sovereignty in the territory, and the intention of the United
Nation of Creeks and Cherokees "to have the free navigation of the Sea on their Coasts, and . . . to
establish two Ports, one at the mouth of the Apalachicola River, and the other on the Florida
Cape."17 Bowles also threatened king Charles IV, by reminding him of the advantages to Spain if
they remained in good terms with Bowles, declaring that "if Your Majesty does not grant the free
concession, my Nation will immediately make war on Your Majesty to obtain it." 18 Using the
commercially oriented mindset of Bowles, the Baron of Carondelet, then Spanish Governor of
Louisiana, requested the adventurer to visit him in New Orleans to establish negotiations to transfer
the commercial monopoly of the region from Panton to Bowles.19 After convincing him that, in
reality, only the authorities in Havana could take that decision, Carondelet put Bowles in a boat to
Cuba, where he was arrested and imprisoned.
Bowles had time to refine his plans during imprisonment. Gilbert C. Din states that by 1796
Bowles had abandoned his original idea of creating a British protectorate or colony, and instead
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started to form the idea of creating a new independent nation-state, with him at its head. 20 After
escaping imprisonment in 1797, Bowles organized another expedition to invade Florida. Soon,
news that Bowles escaped from prison in Spain and had a plan to create a “Republic in the
Tapaluche Nation” reached the ears of the new Governor of Louisiana, Manuel Gayoso. 21
In 1799, Bowles captured the fort of San Marcos de Apalache and declared the foundation
of the State of Muskogee. On October 6th, during an inter-tribe meeting he organized, Bowles
declared the formation of the Supreme Council of Muskogee, and himself as Director-General.22
Among the first of Bowles' decrees was one dated October 25th, 1799, which declared "the ports
of Apalachicola, Okwelockone, and Tampa," to be "free to all nations that are not at war with us."
On October 31st, he ordered all persons holding commissions from Spain or the United States to
leave the territory of the State of Muskogee by November 8th "on pain of being held responsible at
the risk of their lives." Finally, on November 26th, he offered all new settlers one hundred acres of
land "within thirty miles of the Sea between our Free Port of Apalachicola and Sand Cape," with
the right to purchase more by presenting a petition to the Supreme Council of Muskogee. 23 Offers
of land grants also became a common scheme among future filibusters.
The State of Muskogee was an unrecognized independent State formed mostly by local
Seminole and Muscogee, which also included, at least nominally, the Creek, Cherokee, Choctaw,
and Chickasaw. Surprisingly for a British loyalist, Bowles attempted to create a new Nation under
republican ideals: his government had both an executive position under the title of Director
General, and he also established a Chamber of deputies.24 Bowles worked patiently in the creation
of a constitution for Muskogee, a newspaper, an army and navy, and an educational system. 25 This
enclave seems to be a political aberration for the times, but it responded to a new context, a period
of Imperial conflict framed by the ideas of Enlightenment, and redefined by the Corsican
Revolution, the U.S. war of Independence, the French Revolution, and the Napoleonic wars.
Bowles's adventure was only able to exist due to the converging of ideological and political factors
derived from the Revolutionary era.
The fact that Bowles chose the term Director-General for his position, at a time when
France was ruled by the Directorate, tells us of the influence the French Revolution had on him.
His republicanism is contradictory considering that his original adventure was sponsored by the
Governor of Bahamas on behalf of the British monarchy, while his loyalism made him a strong
enemy of the United States, a republic. A deeper analysis may reveal that he was influenced by
the ideological conundrum of the period: for example, a republican and democratic United States
promoting ideals of individual freedom while thriving on slavery, or a republican and
revolutionary France that became a dictatorship and later an Empire promoting the creation of
constitutional republics and the dismantling of the traditional monarchical system in Europe.
The Peace of Amiens, signed in 1802, ended the War of the Second Coalition, and with it
the direct British support for Bowles from the Bahamas. Bowles' expedition was defeated after
Spanish forces finally took back the San Marcos de Apalache fort and pursued him until his arrest
in May 1803.26 Still, the failed adventure of the British filibuster left an important legacy. His
presence in Florida showed the United States two important lessons: First, Spain’s little capability
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to stop Bowles’s invasion and the time it took them to finally expel the filibuster, demonstrated
the lack of resources the Spaniards had to defeat any invasion from either more adventurers, from
European enemies or, of course, from the United States. Second, the government of the United
States realized that Bowles had just established a perfect formula for the takeover of Spanish
territory without having to enter in conflict with a European power: private citizens claiming to
work as bonafide revolutionaries looking for independence, freedom, and the foundation of
democratic republics while being armed and financed by an expansionist empire waiting to annex
the new territory once control of the area was secured.27 The modern U.S. filibuster project was
born.
Before Bowles, filibuster expeditions into Spanish territory and attempts to create new
independent Republics in North America were seen negatively by the United States, including
James Wilkinson’s attempt to severe Kentucky and Tennessee from the Union during the 1780s,
and the case of Philip Nolan’s filibuster expedition into Texas in 1800-1801.28 Except for President
Jefferson, U.S. leaders avoided conflict with European powers.29 Among other actions, in 1805 he
proposed the formation of an alliance with the British to conquer Spanish territory in Texas and
Florida, but James Madison, then Secretary of State, declared a strong apprehension about the
project, knowing that Britain would request an open declaration of war against France in exchange
for the alliance.30 Madison, instead, preferred covert approaches. Between 1804 and 1810, he
supported Louisiana’s governor William Claiborne efforts to subvert Spanish control of West
Florida, by arming and hiding bandits and separatists.31 The French Ambassador to the United
States, General Louis Marie Turreau recognized at the time that the main strategy behind U.S.
expansionism was “to conquer without war.” 32
For some time, U.S. authorities showed some restraint about openly using the filibustering
formula, but the Napoleonic invasion of Spain finally opened the doors for the accomplishment of
their plans of expansion.33 The fall of the Supreme Spanish Junta, in January 1810, signaled the
almost complete occupation of Spain by Napoleon. In September of that year a rebellion in Baton
Rouge declared the foundation of the Republic of West Florida. Spanish forces in the region were
unable to respond, and the rebels requested immediate support from the United States. By
December, President Madison had already taken possession of the region. 34 The excuse for this
action was that by not annexing the territory, the rebels may look for support from a European
power (other than the Spanish, of course), installing a future center of tension under the belly of
the United States.
In 1811, General George Mathews, a former Governor of Georgia, was secretly assigned
by President Madison to “induce the inhabitants” of West and East Florida “to rebel.” 35 According
to George F. Clarke, a witness, Mathews started to work on the conspiracy about two years before
the rebellion started. This will put President James Madison’s government as part of the conspiracy
to take West Florida in 1810. 36 On January 3rd, 1811, Madison sent a confidential message to the
U.S. Congress asking for the passing of a resolution concerning the occupation of Florida. 37 This
message was the basis for the No Transfer doctrine and a predecessor of the Monroe Doctrine,
establishing that the United States would not allow, for reasons of national security, the transfer of
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territory in the Americas from one European power to another. The same message requested
authorization from Congress to invade Spanish Florida. The resolution was indeed passed by
Congress on January 15th, 1811.38 General Mathews declared in a letter to Secretary of State James
Monroe, that the United States should “seize upon (Florida) independent of a rupture with Great
Britain.”39 This put the United States in a dangerous path of collision against European powers.
The invasion was recalled in part due to the beginning of the U.S.-British War of 1812. This
conflict was followed by the Creek War and the Seminole Wars, which sealed the U.S. takeover
of the Florida peninsula without the need to ever declare war on Spain.
U.S. filibuster incursions into Spanish-speaking America continued with James Long’s
invasion of Texas (1819), filibuster expeditions organized to support the Texas rebellion (18351836), Narciso López’s expedition (Cuba, 1850 and 1851), plus others like John Quitman (Cuba,
1855), and of course, William Walker (Mexico, 1853 and Central America, 1855-1860). Ideas
derived from Republicanism promoted global brotherhood and respect to popular sovereignty. In
this context, expansionism and conquest were understood as remnants of ancient regime political
behavior and unbefitting of the revolutionary spirit of the period. 40 This was not meant, though, to
refrain free nations from occupying new territories if the justifications were based on notions of
liberation and offering the gift of a democratic and republican system to the world. Imbued by
contradictory ideas of republicanism, progress, liberty, conquest, ethnic cleansing, and slavery, the
governments of both France and the United States expanded at the expense of their neighbors. The
latter was originally concerned about confronting European powers and becoming fully involved
in the Napoleonic Wars, but found a perfect solution by replicating the example of Bowles, the
first filibuster. Recruiting individuals to engage in covert actions that benefited the Imperialist and
expansionist tendencies of the United States became a strategy derived from the conundrum of the
revolutionary era. While the scheme was first applied in Latin America, the United States
continues to justify invasions and interventions around the world as wars of liberation, and a
needed sacrifice in the name of republicanism and democracy.
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